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A global proposition
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Investomat
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Betterment
AssetBuilder

ANZ
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What do they offer?
Most offer:

Some specialised features

1. Online risk tolerance questionnaire

• Tax-loss harvesting

2. Portfolio recommendation

• Direct indexing

3. Automatic rebalancing

• Single-stock diversification service

The top robo advice firms offer low-cost, fully automated, discretionary
investment advice and continue to evolve
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Please insert video: play full screen
on click from previous slide

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=l6Lqayet9Yk
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Vanguard’s Response
Personal Advisor Services: Case Study
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Case study: how are they doing it in the US?
Historic advice offer at Vanguard
Advice Services Group

Asset Management Services

Situational Advice &
Financial Planning

Ongoing Discretionary
Wealth Management

Complimentary for
clients with over $500K in assets

Available for a fee to clients with
over $500K in assets

Annual advice engagements

Assets under management
$27B

108K
85K
$15B

61K

2009

2011

2013

2009

Source: Vanguard.
Available to US investors only. These services are not available in the UK and are being used for illustrative purposes only.

$18B

2011

2013
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Case study: how are they doing it in the US?
US retail market overview
Industry
MF & ETF Assets

Vanguard
MF & ETF Assets

Vanguard
Market Share

(Retail Investor Total)

(Retail Investor Group Total)

(Retail Investor Group)

$8.8 T

$1.0 T

SelfDirected

37%

(30%)

SelfDirected
Advised

(98%)

(70%)

(Self-directed)

0.4%
(Advised)

Advised

Source: Cerulli “U.S. Retail Investor Products and Platforms 2014”
Figures for US investors only.
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Case study: how are they doing it in the US?
Our research shows many clients need and can benefit from advice

Clients who find
advice appealing

2/3

Clients who will
pay for advice

1/4

Direct competitors’
managed assets1

$200B+

1 As of 31 December 2014.
2 Source: Francis M. Kinniry Jr., Colleen M. Jaconetti, michael A. DiJoseph, and Yan Zilbering, March 2014. Putting a value on your value: Quantifying
Vanguard Advisor’s Alpha.

Value-add
of advice2

~3%
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Case study: how are they doing it in the US?
US personal advisor services
• Available to direct clients with $50K or more in assets
• Priced at 30 bps
Built around
client requirements

Access to
financial advisers

Technology

• Goals-based planning

• Real advisors

• Personalised web pages

• Client-level tax efficiency

• Virtual offices

• Portfolio analytics

• Behavioural coaching

• Performance reporting

Source: Vanguard.
Available to US investors only. These services are not available in the UK and are being used for illustrative purposes only.
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Case study: how are they doing it in the US?
Client experience overview
Awareness

Enrollment



Personal Advisor Landing Page

Onboarding

Web Experience

Daily Performance Reporting

Ongoing Service

Client Videoconferencing

Pat and Alex’s Retirement

Source: Vanguard.
Available to US investors only. These services are not available in the UK and are being used for illustrative purposes only.
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Case study: how are they doing it in the US?
Technology available to the client
Online Investor Profile

Web and mobile experience

Goals-based, personalised financial plan

Goal and portfolio details available online

Source: Vanguard.
Available to US investors only. These services are not available in the UK and are being used for illustrative purposes only.

Online appointment scheduling; easy
access to Advisor

Quarterly progress reports
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Please insert video: play full screen
on click from previous slide

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=oxOLOo-zHyQ
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Back to the realities of the UK
The big issues

• Advice gap?
• Financial Advice Market Review
• Making the “simplified advice model” more attractive
– When is a decision tree/fund selection tool a personal recommendation?

– Can a pre-approved “simple” fund be sold with “light touch” advice?
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Key takeaways
Potential to learn from robo-advisers on use of technology
• How do my clients want to interact?
• Could I leverage technology to scale low value-add activities?

Communicating value-add to clients
• How am I getting the message across?

• Is it all about the asset allocation?

Life in a post-RDR world
• How confident am I that my funds will outperform the market?
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Important information
This document is directed at professional investors and should not be distributed to, or relied upon by retail investors.
This document is designed for use by, and is directed only at persons resident in the UK.
The material contained in this document is not to be regarded as an offer to buy or sell or the solicitation of any offer to buy or sell securities in any
jurisdiction where such an offer or solicitation is against the law, or to anyone to whom it is unlawful to make such an offer or solicitation, or if the
person making the offer or solicitation is not qualified to do so.
The information on this document does not constitute legal, tax, or investment advice. You must not, therefore, rely on the content of this document
when making any investment decisions.
The value of investments, and the income from them, may fall or rise and investors may get back less than they invested. Past performance is not a
reliable indicator of future results.
The opinions expressed in this presentation are those of individual speakers and may not be representative of Vanguard Asset Management, Limited
Issued by Vanguard Asset Management, Limited which is authorised and regulated in the UK by the Financial Conduct Authority.
© 2016 Vanguard Asset Management, Limited. All rights reserved.
VAM-2016-02-10-3317
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